interactions and enzyme quaternary structure, and exploration of evolutionary relationships (20, 21). We have, in essence, caught evolution in the act of adding an iron sulfur cluster to thioredoxin, enabling it to act as a thiol oxidant. Our results show that the acquisition of cofactors is evolutionarily a rather simple process, and our ability to generate an artificial pathway for oxidative protein folding highlights the plasticity of redox metabolism.
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The Structure of a Mycobacterial Outer-Membrane Channel
Michael Faller,1 Michael Niederweis,2 Georg E. Schulz1*

Mycobacteria have low-permeability outer membranes that render them resistant to most antibiotics. Hydrophilic nutrients can enter by way of transmembrane-channel proteins called porins. An x-ray analysis of the main porin from Mycobacterium smegmatis, MspA, revealed a homooctameric goblet-like conformation with a single central channel. This is the first structure of a mycobacterial outer-membrane protein. No structure-related protein was found in the Protein Data Bank. MspA contains two consecutive β barrels with nonpolar outer surfaces that form a ribbon around the porin, which is too narrow to fit the thickness of the mycobacterial outer membrane in contemporary models.

Mycobacteria are of medical importance because members of this genus cause tuberculosis and leprosy (1). The treatment of infections is difficult because mycobacteria fortify themselves with a thick impermeable cell envelope (2–6). One-third (dry mass) of this envelope consists of mycolic acids, which are exceptionally long α-branched β-hydroxy fatty acids of up to 90 carbon atoms (1, 7). The mycolic acids are covalently attached by means of arabinogalactan chains to the peptidoglycan cell wall and form the inner leaflet of an outer membrane (2–5, 8). The outer leaflet of this membrane consists of smaller and extractable lipids (9). The presence of an outer membrane was corroborated by an x-ray diffraction study showing a quasi-crystalline packing of lipids in the cell walls (10) and by freeze fracturing (3, 11). The outer membrane shows low fluidity with phase-transition temperatures as high as 70°C (12) and is an extremely efficient permeation barrier protecting the cell from toxic compounds. Based on the lengths of the mycolic acids and their packing properties, as well as on electron micrographs of stained thin sections of mycobacterial cells, present models assume a nonpolar layer thickness of about 90 Å (3, 11). The presence of an outer membrane seems to contradict the assignment of the mycobacteria to the Gram-positive branch based on 16S ribosomal RNA sequence comparisons (13). However, this inconsistency was recently reconciled by a whole-genome comparison that placed them equidistant to Gram-positive and -negative bacteria (14).

For the uptake of small hydrophilic nutrients, mycobacteria have special channels crossing their outer membrane, usually called porins. The porin concentration is low (3), and exploration of evolutionary relationships (20, 21) showed a conductance of about 4 nS in 1 M KCl solutions. A similar porin was observed in extracts of M. smegmatis cells (17) and later purified, characterized, and named MspA (18). MspA is the major M. smegmatis porin; M. smegmatis also contains three other porins designated MspB, MspC, and MspD, which differ from MspA in only 2, 4, and 18 positions, respectively (19). No significant sequence similarity between the MspA group and any other protein was detected. The general cylindrical shape of MspA was established by electron microscopy (15). Here, we report the atomic structure of this porin, which shows a β structure that differs completely from its counterparts in Gram-negative bacteria (20, 21) and constitutes the first structure of a mycobacterial outer-membrane protein.

For the expression in Escherichia coli, we used a designed E. coli–adapted gene of MspA without the signal peptide that is known to form an inactive 20-kD monomer and a channel-containing oligomer (22). The expression yield of appreciable amounts of monomeric MspA in the cytosol, which was purified by anion exchange chromatography and ammonium sulfate precipitation (23). After adding detergent and incubating overnight at a high concentration in the precipitate, monomeric MspA converted to oligomers with a high yield. The oligomers showed a mass greater than 100 kD in SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. They formed crystals that were internally disordered and thus useless. Therefore, we produced about a dozen point mutants at predicted surface positions or exchange positions of the isomers MspB, MspC, and MspD (23). Among these mutants, Ala96→Arg (24) formed suitable crystals from fractions at the rise of the oligomer peak in a size exclusion chromatography (fig. S1). These fractions constituted merely 0.5% of the total MspA (23). Mutant A96R was
named MspA(R) and used in all further analyses. For phasing, we mutated Leu25 to a second methionine resulting in double mutant MspA(RM), which was grown in a methionine-auxotrophic E. coli strain in the presence of selenomethionine (23) and prepared as well as crystallized in the same manner as MspA(R). Using synchrotron radiation at the Se-K absorption edge, we derived phases at 3.0 Å resolution (23). The respective electron density map revealed two MspA monomers arranged around a crystallographic fourfold axis forming an octameric complex with an eightfold rotation axis. Using a 2.5 Å resolution data set of MspA(R) (table S1), we subsequently refined the protein model to high accuracy (table S2).

The structure of porin MspA is illustrated in Fig. 1. The polypeptide forms a tightly interconnected octamer with eightfold rotation symmetry that resembles a goblet and contains a central channel. Each subunit consists of a 134-residue globular domain building up the thick rim of the goblet, and a 50-residue loop forms the stem and the base. The sequence and the secondary structure are given in Fig. 2A. No similar structure was found in the Protein Data Bank. The rim domain is a sandwich of two four-stranded completely antiparallel β sheets (Fig. 2B). The interface area between two rim domains is as large as 1050 Å² and contains a short β-sheet connection between β10 and the neighboring β12 (Fig. 2B).

The 50-residue loop participates in two 16-stranded conventional β barrels (21) that have essentially circular cross-sections as a result of the eightfold rotation symmetry. The longer β barrel forms the goblet stem. It has a shear number (25) of 32, giving rise to a β-strand tilting angle of 56° against the membrane normal, which is even larger than the 51° of the composite β barrel of TolC (21, 26). The large tilting angle causes a wide barrel with a diameter of 40 Å (Cα atoms). The base of the goblet contains a second, short 16-stranded β barrel that forms a channel constriction, also called a pore eyelet, with a diameter of 28 Å (Cα atoms). This barrel has a shear number of 16 and a tilting angle of 37°, similar to that of the composite β barrel of α-hemolysin (27). The change of the shear number from 32 to 16 is a previously unobserved feature. Such a change is an elegant way of reducing the β-barrel diameter without changing the number of strands (25).

The height of the goblet is 96 Å and the largest outer diameter of the octamer is 88 Å (Fig. 3A). These dimensions are similar to the values derived from electron micrographs (15). The outer diameter of the 16-stranded β barrel is 49 Å. The channel diameter varies between 48 and 10 Å at the pore eyelet (Fig. 3A). The orientation of the porin in the outer mycobacterial membrane was derived from a mouse antiserum raised against a surface peptide on the goblet rim (23). This peptide is marked in Fig. 1 and specified in Fig. 2A. Because the antiserum bound to whole M. smegmatis cells (23), the rim is the external end of the porin.

The surface of the central channel is generally polar, except for a nonpolar ring on the external side of the pore eyelet (Fig. 4A). The eyelet is fully defined by the carboxylates of Asp90 and Asp91 (Fig. 4B) that cause a rather strong electric field diminishing the permeability for nonpolar solutes. None of the 380 water molecules associated with the goblet is in a noteworthy position. The calculated electric conductance for a pore of this size and shape in a 1 M KCl solution (specific conductivity 1.13 S cm⁻¹) is 5.1 nS if the bulk solvent were considered to begin 3.0 Å outside the surfacial non-hydrogen atoms and if all interactions with charges on the protein surface were neglected. Because the calculated conductance is only 10% higher than the measured value of 4.6 nS (18), we conclude that the MspA pore behaves electrically essentially like a rod of conducting bulk solvent. In contrast, the porin from Rhodobacter capsulatus contains three channels that would form a shorter and wider pore.
the three cross-sectional areas were added up and converted to a hypothetical single circular cross-section (Fig. 3B). Calculating the conduction of this hypothetical channel under the same assumption as used for MspA resulted in 13 nS, which is four times the experimental value of 3.3 nS (28). We therefore conclude that a crooked narrow geometry reduces the ionic conductance appreciably below that of a straight smooth channel with equivalent cross-sectional areas.

The outer surface of the goblet shows a clear subdivision into the polar surface of the globular rim domains and the nonpolar surface of the goblet’s stem and base. The border is clearly marked by the two rings of Arg35 and Arg38 side chains that point into the environment (Fig. 3A). These arginines are charged and are likely to bind to phosphoryl groups of lipids in the external leaflet of the outer membrane. This nonpolar surface forms a ribbon around the porin, which confirms the very existence of an outer membrane in mycobacteria. The width of the nonpolar ribbon is 37 Å, which is wider than the corresponding 26 Å of the porins of Gram-negative bacteria (20), an example of which is depicted in Fig. 3B. The nonpolar ribbon around MspA contains some aromatic side chains, but these are not arranged like the two girdles lining the ribbon in Gram-negative bacteria, which was interpreted as contacting the two polar/nonpolar-interface layers of the outer membrane (20).

Therefore, the lipidic layer of the mycobacterial outer membrane probably has a thickness of not more than 37 Å, which is in stark contrast to the present outer-membrane models suggesting about 90 Å. In principle, the 90 Å can nearly be reached by two consecutive goblets associated base to base. Such a contact exists in the crystals, where it is tightened by eight hydrogen bonds introduced by the mutation A96R. Because none of our screenings with wild-type MspA or other mutants yielded any ordered crystals diffracting x-rays to better than 10 Å resolution, however, the precision of this base-to-base packing contact obviously depends on the added arginine of A96R, indicating that the contact is not natural. Also, no such contact was found under the electron microscope (15). Moreover, position 96 and others at the goblet base are targets for the rare natural exchanges (Fig. 2A), demonstrating that they are functionally less important than, for instance, the large number of residues facing the membrane. These facts render a natural base-to-base association very unlikely. In conclusion, the mycobacterial outer-membrane models should be revisited. It is conceivable that the mycolic acids do not extend perpendicularly to the membrane but fold back and/or intertwine excessively, forming a layer that is much thinner but still very strong.

Functional information on a novel structure can usually be deduced from related amino acid sequences. Unfortunately, MspA has only the three closely related isomers with 19 exchange positions (Fig. 2A). Among them (19), MspB shows exchanges A138P and E139A in a loop at the top of the goblet rim: Proline fortifies the loop and alanine removes a negative charge at the external end changing the antigenic properties. MspC has A96G and N102E in addition to those of MspB: Glycine is at the tip of the long loop pointing into the periplasm (bottom of Fig. 3A) and asparagine is at the top of the goblet rim: Proline fortifies the loop and alanine removes a negative charge at the external end changing the antigenic properties. MspC has A96G and N102E in addition to those of MspB: Glycine is at the tip of the long loop pointing into the periplasm (bottom of Fig. 3A) and asparagine is at the top of the goblet rim: Proline fortifies the loop and alanine removes a negative charge at the external end changing the antigenic properties.
1), rendering this loop more mobile; glutamate brings a further negative charge into the channel on the periplasmic side of the eyelet and may therefore change the permeation properties slightly. The exchange D91G of MspD removes the side chain defining the pore eyelet diameter (Fig. 4B) and should therefore increase the permeability decisively. N102D of MspD introduces a negative charge on the periplasmic side of the eyelet similar to an exchange in MspC. S136K and E139K on the ring change the antigenic properties of MspD compared with the other isomers. The interactions of MspA with the outer membrane may be analyzed in the crystal because the outer surface of four of the eight rim domains is freely accessible so that soaking experiments with membrane constituents are feasible.

Among the mycobacteria, Mycobacterium tuberculosis is carried by about two billion people and causes a higher death rate than any other infectious agent (30). M. tuberculosis and its close relative Mycobacterium bovis have porins with conductances of about 0.8 and 4 nS in 1 M KCl solutions that were detected in detergent extracts but could not be further characterized (31, 32). These porins are thought to be crucial for drug efficacy because the three important drugs—isoniazide, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide—are small polar molecules that, for instance, can easily permeate the channel constriction of MspA (Fig. 4B). Because porin sequences are highly variable (33), the lack of sequence similarity does not exclude a structural relationship to MspA. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to perform an MspA-based structure knowledge-directed search to identify the large porin in the M. tuberculosis genome. Any detected gene may then be expressed, purified, and crystallized like MspA.

Use of CD134 as a Primary Receptor by the Feline Immunodeficiency Virus

Masayuki Shimojima, Takayuki Miyazawa, Yasuhiro Ikeda, Elizabeth L. McMonagle, Hayley Haining, Hiroomi Akashi, Yasuhiro Takeuchi, Margaret J. Hosie, Brian J. Willett

Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) induces a disease similar to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) in cats, yet in contrast to human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), CD4 is not the viral receptor. We identified a primary receptor for FIV as CD134 (OX40), a T cell activation antigen and costimulatory molecule. CD134 expression promotes viral binding and renders cells permissive for viral entry, productive infection, and syncytium formation. Infection is CXCR4-dependent, analogous to infection with X4 strains of HIV. Thus, despite the evolutionary divergence of the feline and human lentiviruses, both viruses use receptors that target the virus to a subset of cells that are pivotal to the acquired immune response.

The primary event in the process of viral entry into a target cell is the interaction between the virus and its cellular receptor, and the specificity of this interaction determines both viral cell tropism and pathogenicity. For the primate lentiviruses, the viral receptor is CD4, targeting the virus to helper T cells, resulting in their deletion and the eventual development of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) (I). However, CD4 expression alone is insufficient to confer susceptibility to infection with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which also depends on the expression of coreceptors, principally the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CCR5 (2). The virus attaches via a high-affinity interaction with CD4, resulting in a conformational change in the envelope glycoprotein (Env) and exposing the binding site for the chemokine receptor (3). This then triggers a further conformational change that exposes the fusion domain of the viral transmembrane protein gp41 and enables fusion of the viral and cellular membranes (4).
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